	
  

	
  

	
  

Dive into The Well
Clerkenwell London’s new drop-in health and beauty destination
Since opening last year, Clerkenwell London has already become one of the capital’s
principal destinations for design, food, fashion, cocktails, coffee, music, events and
exhibitions – and it has just expanded to include wellness too.

Set on the lower floor, The Well is a boutique urban spa dedicated to relaxation, rejuvenation and
indulgence. The three treatment rooms and reception eschew the white-box minimalism of many
modern spas in favour of a warm, friendly and welcoming atmosphere created in soft and soothing
sage tones, birch wood, pebbles, abundant foliage and tropically inspired wallpapers and textiles
featuring Clerkenwell London’s bespoke print by Charlotte Frances London. It’s not just the visuals
that create the ambience – Clerkenwell London’s own Synesthesia scents add a soothing fragrance
to the air.	
  	
  
	
  
The Well’s team of expert therapists provide a full range of non-invasive beauty and massage
treatments, including tanning, waxing, tinting, manicures and technologically innovative therapies

	
  

	
  

	
  

	
  
such as The Well’s signature LED facials – which use NASA-originated research into science of UVfree light therapy to boost collagen production in the skin and energise the body. In keeping with
The Well’s philosophy of developing wellness from the inside out, each treatment is selected for its
efficacy and honesty, delivering proven results that support the natural health and beauty of the
body and the skin. There are no ‘off-the-shelf’ treatments; The Well’s therapists ensure every
procedure is personalised to the guest’s needs, wants and skin type; and everyone, male or female,
is catered to with the same sense of warmth and attention to detail.
Run by development manager Rachael Collins, The Well reflects the philosophy of curation applied
by Clerkenwell London as whole, hand-selecting brands for their quality not their name. Customers
can expect to find industry-leading, results-driven and award-winning brands. Treatments feature
	
  

‘It is the rainforest haven in the centre of the city; you feel as though you have been
transported to a completely calm and natural, organic space, surrounded by plants, being
enveloped in fresh oxygen and light.'
– Sara Carter, COO, Clerkenwell London

	
  

	
  

	
  

	
  
masks and serums from pioneering modern US brand Circ-Cell, all-natural botanical products from
British brand Bamford, pharmaceutically advanced skincare from Cosmedix, and eco-friendly nail
polishes from Kure Bazaar.
The Well takes its name from its location. The Clerk’s Well was once the eponymous heart of the
Clerkenwell community, a gathering place for everyone living in the area (part of it is still visible in
Well Court). The Well at Clerkenwell London has a similar aim: to be a modern-day hub, drawing in
people from all over the area who are in search of a haven to escape to, whether nipping out on a
quick lunch break or lingering for an indulgent afternoon.
Far from the usual look and feel of a ‘luxury spa’, The Well’s ethos revolves around accessibility and
authenticity – a space where anyone and everyone can come to experience honest, effective
treatments and incorporate wellbeing into their everyday routine.
The Well launches officially on Thursday 1 December, and is open for bookings and drop-in
treatments Monday to Saturday each week.

	
  

	
  

	
  

	
  
Notes for editors
Location
The Well
Clerkenwell London
155 Farringdon Road
London
EC1R 3AD
Opening hours
Mon–Wed

8.30 am – 7pm

Thu–Fri

8.30 am – 8pm

Sat

10am – 7pm

About Clerkenwell London
Clerkenwell London is a unique 13,000sq ft design space, spa, restaurant, café bar and all-round
events and experiences venue. It began life as gallery store The Clerkenwell Collection, but
underwent a complete refurbishment and expansion, re-emerging in 2015 as a one-of-a-kind
location to discover talent from designer/makers and visionary brands across a spectrum of creative
fields.
clerkenwell-london.com

	
  

